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Question1:-Dandi March is also known as
        A:-Non-cooperation movement
        B:-Revolt of 1942
        C:-Salt satyagraha
        D:-Long march
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question2:-The natural satellite of earth is
        A:-Agni
        B:-Chandrayan
        C:-Venus
        D:-Moon
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question3:-The Supreme Commander of the Indian Armed Force is
        A:-President of India
        B:-Prime Minister
        C:-Defence Minister
        D:-Army Chief
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question4:-The founder of Mughal Empire in India was
        A:-Jahangir
        B:-Humayun
        C:-Akbar
        D:-Babur
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question5:-In cognizable offences
        A:-a police officer shall not arrest without warrant
        B:-a police officer may arrest without warrant
        C:-arrest is not required
        D:-a police officer himself can arrest and release
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question6:-In camera refers to
        A:-in private
        B:-public
        C:-open trial
        D:-oral submission
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question7:-The number of nominated Rajya Sabha members of India is
        A:-12
        B:-15
        C:-19
        D:-10
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question8:-In which district is the Malayalam University located
        A:-Thrissur
        B:-Malappuram
        C:-Kottayam



        D:-Kozhikode
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question9:-Which is the blood group that is considered the universal donor?
        A:-B group
        B:-O group
        C:-AB group
        D:-A group
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question10:-The speech titled ‘I have a Dream’ was delivered by:
        A:-George Washington
        B:-Abraham Lincoln
        C:-Barack Obama
        D:-Martin Luther King
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question11:-Which of the following is not a right included in the Constitution of India?
        A:-Right to Freedom
        B:-Right to Equality
        C:-Right to Property
        D:-Right against Exploitation
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question12:-Capital punishment means:
        A:-death penalty
        B:-imprisonment of 14 years
        C:-imprisonment till death
        D:-imprisonment of 20 years
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question13:-In lieu means :
        A:-in place of
        B:-same
        C:-different
        D:-contrast
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question14:-Who can file an election petition in India?
        A:-Only candidate can file an election petition if he or she thinks there has been malpractice during the elec
        B:-Only an elector can file an election petition if he or she thinks there has been malpractice during the ele
        C:-An elector or a candidate can file an election petition if he or she thinks there has been malpractice duri
        D:-Only contesting political parties can file an election petition.
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question15:-All executive action of the Government of a State shall be expressed to be taken in the name of the
        A:-Chief Secretary
        B:-Chief Minister
        C:-Governor
        D:-President of India
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question16:-Which of the following is not a primary colour?
        A:-Yellow
        B:-Blue
        C:-Green
        D:-Red
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question17:-What is the name of acid in tomato?
        A:-Acetic acid



        B:-Oxalic acid
        C:-Lactic acid
        D:-Citric acid
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question18:-Which vitamin is responsible for blood clotting?
        A:-Vitamin C
        B:-Vitamin K
        C:-Vitamin A
        D:-Vitamin E
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question19:-The Governor General who is known as ‘the liberator of press’?
        A:-Lord Dalhousie
        B:-Charles Metcalfe
        C:-William Bentick
        D:-Lord Hastings
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question20:-Which is known as the ‘Magna carta’ of modern Travancore.
        A:-Kundara proclamation
        B:-Pandarapatta proclamation
        C:-Temple entry proclamation
        D:-Jenmikudiyan proclamation
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question21:-‘Wagon Tragedy’ occurred in
        A:-1925
        B:-1920
        C:-1921
        D:-1918
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question22:-The southernmost point of India
        A:-Indira point
        B:-Andaman point
        C:-Nicobar point
        D:-Androth
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question23:-Durand Cup is associated with
        A:-Football
        B:-Cricket
        C:-Hockey
        D:-Tennis
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question24:-The headquarters of SAARC is in
        A:-Kathmandu
        B:-New Delhi
        C:-Islamabad
        D:-Dhaka
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question25:-‘Yakshagana’ is a popular dance form of
        A:-Tamil nadu
        B:-Andhra Pradesh
        C:-Kerala
        D:-Karnataka
        Correct Answer:- Option-D



Question26:-Who among the following presided over the first meeting of the Constituent Assembly?
        A:-Rajendra Prasad
        B:-Ambedkar
        C:-Sachidananda Sinha
        D:-None of the above
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question27:-Which planet of the Solar System is known as ‘the Rolling Planet’?
        A:-Uranus
        B:-Neptune
        C:-Mars
        D:-Jupiter
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question28:-Which among the following were inserted in the constitution of India on recommendations of Swara
        A:-Fundamental Rights
        B:-Directive Principles of State Policy
        C:-Fundamental Duties
        D:-12th Schedule
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question29:-Who presides over a joint sitting of the lower and upper house of the Parliament?
        A:-President of India
        B:-Speaker of the RajyaSabha
        C:-Speaker of the LokSabha
        D:-Leader of the Opposition
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question30:-The 'Electoral College' for the election of the President of India constitutes?
        A:-Members of the Lok Sabha and the RajyaSabha
        B:-Members of the Lok Sabha
        C:-Members of the Lok Sabha, RajyaSabha and Legislative Assemblies of the States, including National C
Pondicherry
        D:-Elected Members of the LokSabha, RajyaSabha and Legislative Assemblies of the States, including Na
Pondicherry
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question31:-Chief Election Commissioner is entitled to same salary & facilities as are provided to
        A:-Judge of Supreme Court
        B:-Judge of High Court
        C:-Member Parliament
        D:-Member of Legislative Assembly
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question32:-The code name given to India’s first atomic explosion at Pokran in 1974 is:
        A:-Buddha Smiles
        B:-Operation Blue Star
        C:-Fat Man
        D:-Operation Vijay
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question33:-India’s only Ayurvedic Mental Hospital is at
        A:-Thycad
        B:-Kottakkal
        C:-Panniyoor
        D:-Mannooth
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question34:-The boundary between India and China is known as:
        A:-Radcliff line



        B:-Mc Mohan Line
        C:-Indira Point
        D:-Durant Line
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question35:-‘Vandematharam’. The national song of India was taken from the novel:
        A:-Ananda Mutt
        B:-Kerala Simham
        C:-Niladarpan
        D:-Ummachu
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question36:-Which place is known as the Mecca of Kerala?
        A:-Kodungallur
        B:-Mankada
        C:-Ponnani
        D:-Manjery
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question37:-The supreme authority for telecommunication in India is:
        A:-TRIPS
        B:-BSNL
        C:-TISCO
        D:-TRAI
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question38:-The President gives his resignation to the
        A:-Chief Justice
        B:-Parliament
        C:-Vice President
        D:-Prime Minister
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question39:-Minimum age required to contest for Presidentship is
        A:-23 years
        B:-21 years
        C:-35 years
        D:-30 years
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question40:-Who appoints the Chairman of the UPSC ?
        A:-President
        B:-Speaker of Lok Sabha
        C:-Chief Justice of India
        D:-Prime Minister
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question41:-How many types of Emergency have been visualised in the Constitution of India ?
        A:-Four
        B:-Three
        C:-One
        D:-Two
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question42:-Which of the following was adopted from the Maurya dynasty in the emblem of Government of Indi
        A:-Horse
        B:-Words Satyameva Jayate
        C:-Four lions
        D:-Chariot Wheel
        Correct Answer:- Option-C



Question43:-De novo means:
        A:-New
        B:-Nothing
        C:-Decline
        D:-Waive
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question44:-The Supreme Court and High court in India can issue
        A:-5 types of writs
        B:-4 types of writs
        C:-3 types of writs
        D:-None of these
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question45:-LL.B stands for
        A:-Law est jury
        B:-Legalite Lawyers Baccili
        C:-Legum Baccalaureus
        D:-None of the above
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question46:-Who among the following holds office during the pleasure of the President ?
        A:-Governor
        B:-Election Commissioner
        C:-Speaker of Lok Sabha
        D:-Prime Minister
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question47:-The total number of members nominated by the President to the Lok Sabha and the Rajya Sabha 
        A:-16
        B:-18
        C:-14
        D:-12
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question48:-Who administers the oath of office to the President of India before he enters upon the office ?
        A:-Chief Justice
        B:-Speaker
        C:-Vice President
        D:-Prime Minister
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question49:-A person who is not a member of Parliament can be appointed as a Minister by the President for a
        A:-9 months
        B:-3 months
        C:-12 months
        D:-6 months
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question50:-The President nominates 12 members of the Rajya Sabha according to
        A:-Their performance as office bearers of cultural societies
        B:-The recommendations made by the Vice President
        C:-Their role played in political set up of the country
        D:-Their distinction in the field of science, art, literature and social service
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question51:-Which Article of the Constitution empowers the President to appoint a Commission to investigate th
ameliorative measures?
        A:-Art 342
        B:-Art 344



        C:-Art 340
        D:-Art 339
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question52:-Who is the ex- officio Chairman of the Council of States ?
        A:-Vice- President
        B:-Leader of the opposition
        C:-President
        D:-Speaker
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question53:-Under which Article of the Constitution is the President's rule promulgated on any state in India?
        A:-326
        B:-370
        C:-380
        D:-356
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question54:-The minimum age required for becoming the Prime Minister of India is
        A:-30 years
        B:-35 years
        C:-40 years
        D:-25 years
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question55:-The President can make laws through ordinances
        A:-Only on subjects contained in the concurrent list
        B:-Under no circumstances
        C:-On certain subjects even when Parliament is in session.
        D:-During the recess of the Parliament
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question56:-The Election commission holds election for
        A:-The Parliament, State Legislature and the posts of the President and the Vice-President
        B:-The Parliament, State legislative Assemblies and the State Council
        C:-The Parliament
        D:-The Parliament and the State Legislative Assemblies
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question57:-What is contained in the tenth schedule of the constitution ?
        A:-Languages recognised by constitution
        B:-Forms of oath or affirmation
        C:-Laws that cannot be challenged in any court of law
        D:-Provision regarding disqualification on grounds of defection
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question58:-For an unlawful assembly under Section 141 of IPC, the minimum number of persons required is:
        A:-5
        B:-7
        C:-10
        D:-20
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question59:-For an assembly to be unlawful, it must have a common object of the kind specified in:
        A:-Section 141 of IPC
        B:-Section 140 of IPC
        C:-Section 142 of IPC
        D:-Section 144 of IPC
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question60:-Rioting means use of force or violence by an unlawful assembly, or by a member thereof, in prosec



        A:-Section 144 of IPC
        B:-Section 145 of IPC
        C:-Section 146 of IPC
        D:-Section 148 of IPC
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question61:-For application of Section 149 of IPC:
        A:-Offender must be a member of unlawful assembly
        B:-Offence must have been committed in prosecution of the common object
        C:-both (A) or (B)
        D:-either (A) or (B)
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question62:-For an affray under Section 159 of IPC the minimum number of person required is:
        A:-5
        B:-4
        C:-2
        D:-7
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question63:-Culpable homicide has been defined:
        A:-Section 299 of IPC
        B:-Section 300 of IPC
        C:-Section 302 of IPC
        D:-Section 304 of IPC
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question64:-Murder has been defined:
        A:-Section 299 of IPC
        B:-Section 300 of IPC
        C:-Section 302 of IPC
        D:-Section 301 of IPC
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question65:-Culpable homicide is not murder, if it is committed under:
        A:-grave and sudden provocation
        B:-self intoxication
        C:-irresistible impulse
        D:-all the above
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question66:-Culpable homicide not amounting to murder is punishable with:
        A:-death
        B:-imprisonment for life
        C:-imprisonment for life or imprisonment for 10 years
        D:-imprisonment for 10 years
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question67:-Hurt has been defined as bodily pain, disease or infirmity to any person under section:
        A:-Section 319 of IPC
        B:-Section 320 of IPC
        C:-Section 323 of IPC
        D:-Section 325 of IPC
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question68:-Grievous hurt has been defined under:
        A:-Section 320 of IPC
        B:-Section 321 of IPC
        C:-Section 322 of IPC
        D:-Section 325 of IPC



        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question69:-Which of the following are grievous hurt:
        A:-emasculation
        B:-permanent disfiguration of face
        C:-privation of any member or joint
        D:-all the above
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question70:-Wrongful restraint has been defined under:
        A:-Section 339 of IPC
        B:-Section 340 of IPC
        C:-Section 341 of IPC
        D:-Section 342 of IPC
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question71:-Wrongful confinement has been defined under
        A:-Section 342 of IPC
        B:-Section 341 of IPC
        C:-Section 340 of IPC
        D:-Section 339 of IPC
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question72:-Assault in order to outrage the modesty of a woman is punishable
        A:-U/Section 363 of IPC
        B:-U/Section 354 of IPC
        C:-U/Section 509 of IPC
        D:-U/Section 511 of IPC
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question73:-Kidnapping from lawful guardianship U/Section 361 of IPC can be:
        A:-of a person under 16 years of age if male
        B:-of a person under 18 years of age if female
        C:-of a person of unsound mind
        D:-all the above
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question74:-The subject matter of theft:
        A:-can be movable property
        B:-can be immovable property
        C:-both (A) and (B)
        D:-either (A) or (B)
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question75:-The involvement of 5 or more person is essential for
        A:-theft
        B:-extortion
        C:-robbery
        D:-dacoity
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question76:-An Act which is not done gratuitously is
        A:-Quantum Meruit
        B:-Recission
        C:-Injunction
        D:-Novation
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question77:-Finder of lost goods is same as
        A:-Bailee
        B:-Offeree



        C:-Pawnee
        D:-None
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question78:-Contingent Contract must relate to … event
        A:-Present
        B:-Past
        C:-Future
        D:-None
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question79:-Death of parties will discharge the contract
        A:-True
        B:-False
        C:-Partial
        D:-None
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question80:-A contract under a mistake of fact is
        A:-Void
        B:-Voidable
        C:-Valid
        D:-Illegal
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question81:-Ultra vires:
        A:-Inside the power
        B:-With the power
        C:-Outside the power
        D:-To the power
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question82:-Uberrimae fide:
        A:-Of good faith
        B:-Of bad faith
        C:-Of utmost good faith
        D:-None of these
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question83:-Res Judicata:
        A:-Case to be decided
        B:-Case already decided
        C:-Case not to be decided
        D:-Case posted for hearing
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question84:-Repugnant:
        A:-Inconsistent
        B:-Consistent
        C:-Of little use
        D:-None of these
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question85:-Locus standi:
        A:-Right to be heard in a case
        B:-Right to seek remedy from court
        C:-Right to put the case in front of the court
        D:-All of the above
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question86:-Per Curiam:



        A:-By the Court
        B:-By the Judge
        C:-By the Advocate
        D:-None of these
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question87:-Actio personalis moritur cum persona:
        A:-A personal right does not die with person
        B:-A personal right of action dies with the person
        C:-A personal right does not exist
        D:-None of these
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question88:-Ignorantia juris non excusat:
        A:-Ignorance of law is no excuse
        B:-Ignorance of law is excused
        C:-Ignorance of fact is not excused
        D:-None of these
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question89:-Austin divides Jurisprudence into ................................?
        A:-Analytical Jurisprudence and Normative Jurisprudence
        B:-General Jurisprudence and Particular Jurisprudence
        C:-Both A & B
        D:-Expositional Jurisprudence and Unsocial Jurisprudence
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question90:-..................................... is the nature of any particular system of law reflecting the spirit of the peop
        A:-Ketsen’s Pure Theory
        B:-Austin’s Command Theory
        C:-Savingy’s Volksgeist theory
        D:-Bentham’s Ideal Code
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question91:-“Jurisprudence is impossible unless it is preceeded by Comparative Law” This was the observation
        A:-Montesquieu
        B:-Henry Maine
        C:-Kohler
        D:-Holland
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question92:-Which one is the Modern Sources of Law
        A:-Custom
        B:-Precedent
        C:-Legislation
        D:-(B) and (C)
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question93:-Find out the odd one out.
        A:-Statute
        B:-Bylaw
        C:-Rules
        D:-Regulations and notifications
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question94:-Prof. Gray is a popular .............................. Jurist
        A:-English
        B:-French
        C:-Roman
        D:-American



        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question95:-In which of the following judicial decision it was held by the Supreme Court that “all Court in India” 
        A:-Sajjan Singh v. State of Rajasthan
        B:-Kailash Chand Sharma v. State of Rajasthan
        C:-Bengal immunity Co Ltd v. State of Bihar
        D:-Both B and C
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question96:-Which of the following statement is not correct?
        A:-Stare decisis means to stand by precedent and not to disturb the settled point of law
        B:-Ratio decidendi means ‘the reason for deciding a case’
        C:-Every Judgment must be supported by ratio decidendi and obiter dicta.
        D:-A precedent may be original, declaratory authoritative, or persuasive in nature
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question97:-Wambaugh’s Theory is related to ------------------------------------- ?
        A:-Supreme Legislation
        B:-Subordinate Legislation
        C:-Precedents
        D:-Custom
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question98:-The "Doctrine of Prospective Over ruling" was applied by the Supreme Court in -------------------------
        A:-Shankari Prasad v. Union of India
        B:-Sajjan Singh v. State of Rajasthan
        C:-GolakNath v. State of Punjab
        D:-Bengal immunity Co Ltd v. State of Bihar
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question99:-‘Via trita via tuta’ means
        A:-Usage is an acceptable custom
        B:-A custom must be reasonable
        C:-Immemorial Antiquity
        D:-Frequented path is reliable path
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question100:-"The life of the law has not been logic, it has been experience. The law embodies the story of a n
cannot be dealt with as if it contained only the axioms and corollaries of a book of mathematics". These are the 
        A:-Oliver Wendell Holmes
        B:-John Austin
        C:-Bentham
        D:-Holland
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question101:-Volksgeist theory was propounded by ----------------------------------- ?
        A:-Montesquieu
        B:-Savigny
        C:-Roscoe Pound
        D:-Henry Maine
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question102:-Oliver Wendell Holmes was a ---------------- jurist.
        A:-English
        B:-Roman
        C:-French
        D:-American
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question103:----------------------- defines a legal right as an interest recognised and protected by a rule of justice.
        A:-Gray



        B:-Salmond
        C:-Austin
        D:-Roscoe Pound
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question104:-Hohfeld's analysis is related to ----------------------?
        A:-Various kinds of ownerships
        B:-Various kinds of persons
        C:-Various kinds of rights
        D:-Various kinds of Titles
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question105:-Austin's book 'The Province of Jurisprudence determined' is ............. ?
        A:-His autobiography
        B:-His lecture delivered at University of London
        C:-His answer to an essay by Gray
        D:-None of the above
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question106:-LEGAL PRINCIPLE: One of the fundamental duties of a citizen is to respect the National Flag and
freedom of religion as a fundamental right. 
 
FACTUAL SITUATION : X, a Citizen of India belonging to a particular religious sect, is serving in the police force
Anthem on the ground that, as per his religious injunctions, he cannot glorify anybody other than God. Disciplina
        A:-X will succeed as his right to religious freedom is a fundamental right, which should be upheld.
        B:-X will not succeed as he is just not an ordinary citizen but a member of the police force and his duty dem
        C:-X will not succeed as the fundamental duty compels him to salute the flag.
        D:-Fundamental duties are not enforceable, hence, X will succeed.
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question107:-LEGAL PRINCIPLE: The Constitution provides for protection against ex-post facto laws, where no
been provided in the Statute. 
 
FACTUAL SITUATION : Nithari and Bihari are close friends.One day it is discovered that both of them have bee
indulging in eating their flesh. The police books them for cannibalism and the prosecution proves that they are g
shocked at this disclosure. The judge awards both of them the punishment of public hanging. Both of them chal
        A:-The punishment is justified in the light of the crime they have committed
        B:-The punishment is justified as prisoners don’t have any constitutional rights
        C:-The punishment is un justified as both of them are protected by ex-post facto laws under the Indian Con
        D:-The punishment is unjustified as public hanging is too little a punishment for these convicts
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question108:-LEGAL PRINCIPLE: 1. The State shall not discriminate any citizen on grounds of religion, race, c
2. Nobody except the Central Government can make laws. 
 
FACTUAL SITUATION : The Central Government, enacted a law thereby introducing reservation for a particular
for this backward caste. A person not belonging to this backward caste, filed a suit against the validity of the leg
        A:-He will succeed, since the law is discriminatory and unreasonable in nature.
        B:-He will not succeed, since the law is not discriminatory in nature.
        C:-He will succeed, since law has favoured a particular caste, which it cannot do.
        D:-He will not succeed, since the Central Government has the authority to make laws.
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question109:-ASSERTION(A): Parliament has the power to impeach the judges and some senior members of t
 
REASONING (R): A separation of powers regime requires that the judiciary, executive and legislature remain se
        A:-Both A and R are individually true and R is the correct explanation of A.
        B:-Both A and R are individually true but R is not the correct explanation of A.
        C:-A is true but R is false



        D:-A is false but R is true.
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question110:-LEGAL PRINCIPLE:   
A. Preparation to commit an offence is not an offence.  
B. After one has finished preparation to commit an offence, any act done towards committing the offence with th
offence, which is by itself an offence. 
 
FACTUAL SITUATION: A want to kill B. He buys a gun and cartridges for committing the murder. He then set ou
and takes aim and pulls the trigger. The gun did not fire.
        A:-A is guilty of attempt to murder from the time he sets out in search of B.
        B:-A is guilty of attempt from the moment he loads his gun.
        C:-A is guilty of attempt from the moment he takes aim at B.
        D:-None of the above.
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question111:-LEGAL PRINCIPLE: An employer is liable for the act of his servant performed during the course o
 
FACTUAL SITUATION: While working as a driver for Verma, Alok sometimes used to earn some side income by
knowledge or permissions. While going to pick Verma from the airport one day, Alok stopped to deliver a parcel 
parcel, which unknown to him was one of contraband goods, the police arrested Alok.
        A:-Verma is liable for the act of Alok since he is Verma’s driver.
        B:-Verma is liable for the act of Alok since he had gone to pick Verma from the airport.
        C:-Verma is liable for the act of Alok since Alok himself did not know that he was carrying contraband good
        D:-Verma is not liable for the act of Alok since carrying the parcel was not in the course of his employment
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question112:-LEGAL PRINCIPLE: The Latin maxim nemo bis punitur pro eodem delicto means that nobody can
 
FACTUAL SITUATION: Sajan, a petty thief, is caught and thrashed thoroughly by the people before being hand
that since he was already thrashed by the people he should not be again punished by the State.
        A:-Sajan is right since nobody should be punished for the same offence twice.
        B:-Thrashing given by the people does not amount to legal punishment and so Sajan can be punished by t
        C:-Giving a good thrashing to the thief is the best form of punishment to prevent future theft.
        D:-The Magistrate should take into consideration the thrashing received by Sajan while fixing his punishme
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question113:-LEGAL PRINCIPLE:  
1. A person is liable for his negligence when he owed a duty of care to others and commits a breach of that duty
2. Volenti non fit injuria is defence to negligence. 
 
FACTUAL SITUATION: Anil and his wife, Reena, were in a shop as customers, where a skylight in the roof of th
contractors engaged in repairing the roof, and a portion of the glass fell and struck Anil causing him a Severe sh
touched by the falling glass, but, reasonably believing her husband to be in danger, she instinctively clutched hi
she strained her leg in such a way as to bring about a recurrence of thrombosis. Anil and Reena are claiming co
the negligence of the shop owners. The shop owners are denying liability on the grounds of volenti non fit injuria
        A:-is available in respect of husband.
        B:-is available in respect of wife.
        C:-is available in respect of both husband and wife.
        D:-is not available in respect of both husband and wife.
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question114:-LEGAL PRINCIPLE:  
1. An assault is an act which intentionally causes another person to apprehend the infliction of immediate, unlaw
2. A battery consists of an intentional application of force to another person without any lawful justification.  
 
FACTUAL SITUATION: Jagan was in his car when he was approached by a police officer who told him to move
to the foot of the police officer. The officer forcefully told him to move the car off his foot at which point Jagan sw
engine off. Jagan was convicted for assaulting a police officer in the executing of his duty. Is he liable for battery



        A:-He is not liable because there cannot be an assault in omitting to act and that driving on to the officer’s f
rea when the act causing damages had occurred.
        B:-He is not liable as the act neither amount to an attempt nor a threat to commit a battery that amounts to
        C:-Jagan’s crime was not the refusal to move the car but that of having driven on to the foot of the officer a
a continual act of battery.
        D:-He is neither liable for assault not battery as he accidently drove his car on the police officer’s foot.
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question115:-LEGAL PRINCIPLE: It is an offence to obstruct a public servant in the due discharge of his duty. R
person and property. 
 
FACTUAL SITUATION: Sidhu comes to the rescue of his uncle who is sought to be taken into a car by some me
Later, it turns out that the men were police persons in plain clothes trying to enforce a warrant against his uncle
        A:-Sidhu has committed the offence of obstructing a public servant in due discharge of his duty.
        B:-Sidhu has not committed an offence since he did not know that the men were from the police.
        C:-Sidhu’s uncle has resisted arrest and should be proceeded against.
        D:-Sidhu should not have tried to help his uncle without ascertaining the fact.
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question116:-Choose the word nearest in meaning to the word given in capitals:- RECALL
        A:-call again
        B:-return
        C:-remember
        D:-answer
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question117:-Choose the word nearest in meaning to the word given in capitals:- RUTH
        A:-wrong
        B:-path
        C:-pity
        D:-rock
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question118:-Choose the word nearest in meaning to the word given in capitals:- SCORN
        A:-shout
        B:-insult
        C:-swear
        D:-depend
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question119:-Choose the word nearest in meaning to the word given in capitals:- TALE
        A:-table
        B:-bail
        C:-story
        D:-back
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question120:-Choose the word nearest in meaning to the word given in capitals:- VALE
        A:-farewell
        B:-valley
        C:-fail
        D:-valet
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question121:-Fill up the correct preposition in question:-  
The Principal deals ____ the students in a fair manner.
        A:-for
        B:-by
        C:-with
        D:-at



        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question122:-Fill up the correct preposition in question:-  
The outgoing manager will hand _____ charge to his successor.
        A:-over
        B:-out
        C:-with
        D:-at
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question123:-Fill up the correct preposition in question:- 
Her request for transfer was turned _____.
        A:-down
        B:-out
        C:-up
        D:-in
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question124:-Fill up the correct prepositions in question:- 
Dr. Bosch’s work is superior ___ Dr. Nair’s in the field of microbiology.
        A:-before
        B:-by
        C:-with
        D:-to
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question125:-Fill up the correct preposition in question:-  
A man is known ____ the company he keeps.
        A:-by
        B:-for
        C:-with
        D:-at
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question126:-Choose the nearest one word from among the alternatives given:-  
Chosen by chance and without any plan or pattern.
        A:-guess
        B:-random
        C:-statistics
        D:-datum
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question127:-Choose the nearest one word from among the alternatives given:- 
A weak cowardly boy.
        A:-sissy
        B:-guy
        C:-lad
        D:-flass
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question128:-Choose the nearest one word from among the alternatives given:- 
A person who has very long experience in a particular job.
        A:-veteran
        B:-scholar
        C:-expert
        D:-unique
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question129:-Choose the nearest one word from among the alternatives given:-  
A person who sees something happen and tell others about it later.
        A:-spectator



        B:-reporter
        C:-witness
        D:-correspondent
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question130:-Choose the nearest one word from among the alternatives given:- 
Something that seems to exist in burning sunlight but it does not really exist.
        A:-imaginary
        B:-fantasy
        C:-mirage
        D:-miracle
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question131:-Fill up the sentence with the most appropriate words from the four choices given:- 
In the beginning the questions were not forthcoming, people were ___ to ask.
        A:-enthusiastic
        B:-reluctant
        C:-courageous
        D:-wise
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question132:-Fill up the sentence with the most appropriate words from the four choices given:- 
The excessive burning of fossil fuel and deforestation has led to ____ of greenhouse gases.
        A:-destruction
        B:-inclusion
        C:-communication
        D:-concentration
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question133:-Fill up the sentence with the most appropriate words from the four choices given:-  
He was ___ from completing the race as he had injured his foot.
        A:-apologised
        B:-prevented
        C:-encouraged
        D:-overcome
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question134:-Fill up the sentence with the most appropriate words from the four choices given:- 
At school everybody seemed to be ____ by the thought of examinations.
        A:-enjoyed
        B:-overcome
        C:-overwhelmed
        D:-overturned
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question135:-Fill up the sentence with the most appropriate words from the four choices given:- 
Moral science makes children ____ towards the poor.
        A:-consideration
        B:-considering
        C:-considerable
        D:-considerate
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question136:-Find out the word which is nearest to the opposite in meaning to the key word given in capitals:- S
        A:-manual
        B:-hot
        C:-whisper
        D:-memorise
        Correct Answer:- Option-C



Question137:-Find out the word which is nearest to the opposite in meaning to the key word given in capitals:- V
        A:-military
        B:-compulsory
        C:-territory
        D:-abstract
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question138:-Find out the word which is nearest to the opposite in meaning to the key word given in capitals:- S
        A:-accept
        B:-reject
        C:-trust
        D:-doubt
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question139:-Find out the word which is nearest to the opposite in meaning to the key word given in capitals:- A
        A:-professional
        B:-mature
        C:-excellent
        D:-mortal
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question140:-Find out the word which is nearest to the opposite in meaning to the key word given in capitals:- N
        A:-illnotice
        B:-ignore
        C:-unrule
        D:-publish
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question141:-Identify the meaning of the idiom or phrase from the choices given:- 
No man is an island
        A:-no one can live completely independent
        B:-island is dangerous
        C:-express opinion freely
        D:-nothing is impossible
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question142:-Identify the meaning of the idiom or phrase from the choices given:-  
Blessing in disguise
        A:-hidden fact
        B:-worship properly you will be blessed
        C:-something good that is not recognised first
        D:-change your behaviour
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question143:-Identify the meaning of the idiom or phrase from the choices given:- 
Strike while the iron is hot
        A:-make use of the opportunity
        B:-iron becomes hot when heated
        C:-when you strike iron it turns bright
        D:-don’t disbelief yourself
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question144:-Identify the meaning of the idiom or phrase from the choices given:-  
Blood is thicker than water
        A:-blood donation saves life
        B:-blood is precious
        C:-relations are stronger
        D:-when you drink water it becomes thicker
        Correct Answer:- Option-C



Question145:-Identify the meaning of the idiom or phrase from the choices given:-  
Rome wasn’t built in a day
        A:-Rome has a great culture
        B:-great things need more time
        C:-Romans captured many countries
        D:-understand your enemies
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question146:-Choose the word correctly spelt:-
        A:-inaccesible
        B:-inacessible
        C:-inaccessible
        D:-inaccesibil
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question147:-Choose the word correctly spelt:-
        A:-mortuary
        B:-morchury
        C:-mortury
        D:-mortery
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question148:-Choose the word correctly spelt:-
        A:-equalibrium
        B:-equiliberim
        C:-equilibrium
        D:-equaliberium
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question149:-Choose the word correctly spelt:-
        A:-sophesticated
        B:-sophisticated
        C:-sophosticated
        D:-sofesticated
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question150:-Choose the word correctly spelt:-
        A:-suprend
        B:-suprentendent
        C:-suprentendant
        D:-superintendent
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question151:-Find out the incorrectly spelt word:-
        A:-fracture
        B:-fragile
        C:-fragment
        D:-fragnance
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question152:-Find out the incorrectly spelt word:-
        A:-grammar
        B:-gratious
        C:-graduate
        D:-gramophone
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question153:-Find out the incorrectly spelt word:-
        A:-paediatrician
        B:-paralysis



        C:-paraphrase
        D:-parliamentery
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question154:-Find out the incorrectly spelt word:-
        A:-santury
        B:-satellite
        C:-sapphire
        D:-saturation
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question155:-Find out the incorrectly spelt word:-
        A:-enmity
        B:-enormous
        C:-ensure
        D:-enduarance
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question156:-A sentence is divided into four parts. Choose the incorrect part:-
        A:-Neither of these few guys
        B:-present in the
        C:-classroom was
        D:-involved in the conspiracy
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question157:-A sentence is divided into four parts. Choose the incorrect part:-
        A:-One of the many challenge
        B:-civil service aspirants face
        C:-during the presentation is
        D:-less time and extensive syllabus
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question158:-A sentence is divided into four parts. Choose the incorrect part:-
        A:-Most students start their
        B:-preparations without referring their syllabus
        C:-and soon find themselves
        D:-in a “no progress” zone.
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question159:-A sentence is divided into four parts. Choose the incorrect part:-
        A:-To retain
        B:-information learnt
        C:-it is necessary to
        D:-revise regularly
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question160:-A sentence is divided into four parts. Choose the incorrect part:-
        A:-As the nature of the UPSC exam
        B:-demand high dynamism and adaptability
        C:-you must use this test to assess the areas
        D:-you can rely or build on and develop
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question161:-Choose the appropriate substitute to the word or group of words in CAPITAL without changing the
choose D:-  
Qn:- It consists of distinctive works of scientists and philosophers and some unique quotes OF THEM.
        A:-about them
        B:-by them
        C:-with them
        D:-no error



        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question162:-Choose the appropriate substitute to the word or group of words in CAPITAL without changing the
choose D:- 
Qn:- Psychology is a highly academic career TO BEGIN UP – heavy on study, terminology, reading and researc
        A:-to begin
        B:-to begin for
        C:-to begin with
        D:-no error
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question163:-Choose the appropriate substitute to the word or group of words in CAPITAL without changing the
choose D:- 
Qn:- As much as I wanted to absorb Australian culture, my family also HAD WANTED me to share my Indian cu
        A:-was wanted
        B:-wanted
        C:-has wanted
        D:-no error
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question164:-Choose the appropriate substitute to the word or group of words in CAPITAL without changing the
choose D:- 
Qn:- During winter flamingos usually ARE MIGRATING to India and come to the salt desert in the state of Gujar
        A:-have been migrating
        B:-have migrated
        C:-migrate
        D:-no error
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question165:-Choose the appropriate substitute to the word or group of words in CAPITAL without changing the
choose D:- 
Qn:- She BECOME so emaciated that no one recognized her.
        A:-became
        B:-has become
        C:-had become
        D:-no error
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question166:-Pick out the most appropriate word from the choices to fill in the blanks to make the sentences co
According to some scholars, financial well being can be the best ____ for economic development.
        A:-analysis
        B:-strategy
        C:-criterion
        D:-testimony
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question167:-Pick out the most appropriate word from the choices to fill in the blanks to make the sentences co
Some economists believe that the ____ goal of development is to increase the living standards of people.
        A:-premier
        B:-ultimate
        C:-obvious
        D:-testimony
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question168:-Pick out the most appropriate word from the choices to fill in the blanks to make the sentences co
Monitory policy is ____ by the central bank of the country.
        A:-drafted
        B:-formed
        C:-shaped
        D:-framed



        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question169:-Pick out the most appropriate word from the choices to fill in the blanks to make the sentences co
With the examination fever spreading among all the students, how to get good grades in exams is ____ a very c
        A:-immediately
        B:-immensely
        C:-almost
        D:-indeed
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question170:-Pick out the most appropriate word from the choices to fill in the blanks to make the sentences co
We are usually ____ at watching the pace of achievement of an ordinary person without exclusive degrees or q
        A:-scared
        B:-astonished
        C:-frightened
        D:-shocked
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question171:-Read the following passage and answer the question below by choosing among the four alternati
engrossed in. Rain drops are welcome after the scorching heat of summer. There is greenery all around. Some 
months ago but not met with completion yet. Now a very fundamental question arises in the pondering minds of
opportunity and sink it to the hilt is the key to success as opportunities don’t come knocking that easily. A man s
succeed. Most often he fails because he uses too little of the power which lies dormant within him or he does no
Let us not permit the great sleeping force within us to remain asleep. We must be prepared to grab an opportun
attitude. It clearly means that we must be willing to support our positive thinking with a positive action. Rememb
that wise people don’t wait for opportune moments. They only start doing what they want and all the circumstan
required to come into action with dogged determination and prudence. Qn:- Find out the word meaning ‘very ho
        A:-pondering
        B:-scorching
        C:-dormant
        D:-engrossed
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question172:-Read the following passage and answer the question below by choosing among the four alternati
engrossed in. Rain drops are welcome after the scorching heat of summer. There is greenery all around. Some 
months ago but not met with completion yet. Now a very fundamental question arises in the pondering minds of
opportunity and sink it to the hilt is the key to success as opportunities don’t come knocking that easily. A man s
succeed. Most often he fails because he uses too little of the power which lies dormant within him or he does no
Let us not permit the great sleeping force within us to remain asleep. We must be prepared to grab an opportun
attitude. It clearly means that we must be willing to support our positive thinking with a positive action. Rememb
that wise people don’t wait for opportune moments. They only start doing what they want and all the circumstan
required to come into action with dogged determination and prudence. Qn:- According to the author what is the 
        A:-ability to succeed
        B:-facilities in life
        C:-grabbing the opportunity and using it
        D:-use our power
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question173:-Read the following passage and answer the question below by choosing among the four alternati
engrossed in. Rain drops are welcome after the scorching heat of summer. There is greenery all around. Some 
months ago but not met with completion yet. Now a very fundamental question arises in the pondering minds of
opportunity and sink it to the hilt is the key to success as opportunities don’t come knocking that easily. A man s
succeed. Most often he fails because he uses too little of the power which lies dormant within him or he does no
Let us not permit the great sleeping force within us to remain asleep. We must be prepared to grab an opportun
attitude. It clearly means that we must be willing to support our positive thinking with a positive action. Rememb
that wise people don’t wait for opportune moments. They only start doing what they want and all the circumstan
required to come into action with dogged determination and prudence. Qn:- When does a man fail in life?
        A:-A man seldom fails in life
        B:-When he grabs it uses it to the hilt



        C:-positive mental attitude
        D:-He uses too little of the power that lies dormant within
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question174:-Read the following passage and answer the question below by choosing among the four alternati
engrossed in. Rain drops are welcome after the scorching heat of summer. There is greenery all around. Some 
months ago but not met with completion yet. Now a very fundamental question arises in the pondering minds of
opportunity and sink it to the hilt is the key to success as opportunities don’t come knocking that easily. A man s
succeed. Most often he fails because he uses too little of the power which lies dormant within him or he does no
Let us not permit the great sleeping force within us to remain asleep. We must be prepared to grab an opportun
attitude. It clearly means that we must be willing to support our positive thinking with a positive action. Rememb
that wise people don’t wait for opportune moments. They only start doing what they want and all the circumstan
required to come into action with dogged determination and prudence. Qn:- How can you make your thoughts p
        A:-when you think positively
        B:-when your opportunity is ripe
        C:-when you put them into action
        D:-when you sleep well
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question175:-Read the following passage and answer the question below by choosing among the four alternati
engrossed in. Rain drops are welcome after the scorching heat of summer. There is greenery all around. Some 
months ago but not met with completion yet. Now a very fundamental question arises in the pondering minds of
opportunity and sink it to the hilt is the key to success as opportunities don’t come knocking that easily. A man s
succeed. Most often he fails because he uses too little of the power which lies dormant within him or he does no
Let us not permit the great sleeping force within us to remain asleep. We must be prepared to grab an opportun
attitude. It clearly means that we must be willing to support our positive thinking with a positive action. Rememb
that wise people don’t wait for opportune moments. They only start doing what they want and all the circumstan
required to come into action with dogged determination and prudence. Qn:- Pick out the word that means ‘refus
        A:-dogged
        B:-prudence
        C:-conducive
        D:-greenery
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question176:-Which of the following pairs has the same relationship between its two elements as between Thir
        A:-Disease : Medicine
        B:-Appetite : food
        C:-Sun : Light
        D:-Poison : Death
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question177:-Fill in the blank from the choice given below :- APXH : BOYG, JSRD : . . . . . . .
        A:-KRSC
        B:-KSRC
        C:-KCRS
        D:-KSCR
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question178:-“Electricity” is related to “wire” in the same way “water ” is related to …………
        A:-Pond
        B:-Bottle
        C:-Pipe
        D:-Glass
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question179:-Which of the number will replace the question mark 3, 5, 8, 12, 17, 23, ?
        A:-30
        B:-28
        C:-32



        D:-27
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question180:-What will be the unfilled letters in following pattern BF, CH, EK, ……., LT
        A:-HO
        B:-HM
        C:-DL
        D:-EN
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question181:-Complete the following series with those given from among the alternatives 1, 9, 25, 49, …….. ?
        A:-64
        B:-81
        C:-100
        D:-122
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question182:-Complete the following series with those given from among the alternatives 7, 12, 22, 27, 37, ……
        A:-42
        B:-47
        C:-52
        D:-57
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question183:-Which of the following statement is incorrect ?
        A:-Even number x even number = even number
        B:-Even number x odd number = even number
        C:-Odd number x odd number = odd number
        D:-Odd number x even number = odd number
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question184:-Which of the following statement is incorrect ?
        A:-An even number ends in 0,2,4,6 or 8
        B:-An odd number ends in 1,3,5,7 or 9
        C:-The number “8” is an irrational number
        D:-The only even prime number is “2”
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question185:-The sum of two odd natural number is ___________
        A:-Always odd
        B:-Always prime
        C:-Always irrational
        D:-Always even
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question186:-One liter milk contains 250 grams of cream and one Kg cream yields 800 grams butter. Then ___
        A:-4 Kg
        B:-5 Kg
        C:-4.5 Kg
        D:-5.5 Kg
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question187:-Find the answer 30/5x2+1=?
        A:-4
        B:-14
        C:-13
        D:-12
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question188:-The average age of 30 boys of a class is 14 years. When the age of class teacher is included the
?



        A:-45
        B:-40
        C:-55
        D:-50
        Correct Answer:- Option-A
Question189:-Find the correct answer 2/9 x 3/4 = ?
        A:-5/13
        B:-1/6
        C:-5/36
        D:-6/13
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question190:-A scooter and a cycle together cost Rs.30,000/-. The scooter costs five times as much the cycle. 
        A:-Rs.20,000/-
        B:-Rs.25,000/-
        C:-Rs.22,500/-
        D:-Rs.27,500/-
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question191:-16 men can do a piece of work in 10 days. How many men are needed to complete the work in 20
        A:-4 men
        B:-6 men
        C:-8 men
        D:-10 men
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question192:-20.01 + 0.002 + 100.20 = ?
        A:-102.002
        B:-102.023
        C:-120.023
        D:-120.212
        Correct Answer:- Option-D
Question193:-Simple Interest on Rs.1500/- at 7% per annum for a certain period is Rs.210/-. Find the time perio
        A:-1 year
        B:-2 years
        C:-3 years
        D:-4 years
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question194:-The average of numbers 26,36,46,56 is ……………………
        A:-164
        B:-82
        C:-41
        D:-123
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question195:-In an examination 36% is the pass mark. If the examinee gets 17 marks and fails by 10 marks, th
        A:-50
        B:-75
        C:-100
        D:-120
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question196:-The ratio of the number of male and female teachers in a college is found to be 3:2. If there are 6
………………………?
        A:-20
        B:-40
        C:-35



        D:-45
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question197:-A train travels with a speed of 10m/s. Then how many Km will it travels in one hour?
        A:-33 Km/ hour
        B:-36 Km /hour
        C:-40 Km / hour
        D:-46 Km/ hour
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question198:-What is the perimeter of a triangle that has sides measuring 10 inches, 15 inches and 5 inches ?
        A:-25
        B:-30
        C:-45
        D:-15
        Correct Answer:- Option-B
Question199:-Find the least number of five digits that is exactly divisible by 456 ?
        A:-10000
        B:-10456
        C:-10032
        D:-10156
        Correct Answer:- Option-C
Question200:-Choose parent and young one relationship:- Butterfly: Caterpillar, Eagle:……………….
        A:-Eaglet
        B:-Cygnet
        C:-Turtle
        D:-Fawn
        Correct Answer:- Option-A


